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I.

Review of Troopical Cyclo
ones Which Have Affeccted/Impacteed Memberss Since the Previous
Sesssion

a Hydrolo
ogical Assesssment
1.1 Meteeorological and
C
and E
Eastern Equattorial Pacificc witnessed aan abnormal warming
In the first half off 2015, the Central
N
pattern. Under the iinfluence of decadal warm
ming trends, the Western
n Tropical
trend in a central El Niño
mer trend. During
D
Januarry-March, th
he Walker
Pacific hhas sustainedd a basically normal but sslightly warm
circulatioon was enhaanced over th
he equatorial region, com
mpared with the
t previous months, whiich led to
the abnoormally highh typhoon in
ncidences inn the first haalf of the yeear. In mid--summer, thee Eastern
Equatoriial Pacific beecame warmeed up rapidlyy, with the centre
c
of warm water heaading eastwarrds, in an
eastern E
El Niño patteern. Meanwh
hile, the Wesstern Tropicaal Pacific became abnorm
mally colder,, featured
with a w
weakened Walker circulaation that dam
mpened con
nvective activ
vities over thhe Northwesst Pacific.
Additionnally, MJO activities
a
becaame surprisinngly weaken
ned, basically
y at phase 1 oor phase 2, especially
e
since latte July, whiich attributed
d to the redduced typhoon genesis since
s
mid-suummer, espeecially in
August.
y to 15 Octoober 2015, th
he Northwestt Pacific andd the South China
C
Sea
Duringg the period of 1 January
registereed 25 tropicaal cyclones, including tr
tropical storm
ms, severe tropical
t
storm
ms, typhoon
ns, severe
typhoonss and super typhoons
t
(Fiigure 1.1). 6 of them maade landfall over
o
China's coastal areaas (Figure
1.2), including KUJIIRA (1508), CHAN-HOM
M (1509), LIINFA (1510)), SOUDELO
OR (1513), DUJUAN
D
and MUJIGA
AE (1522).
(1521) an

Fig. 1.1 T
Tracks of TCss over the wesstern North Paacific
and Soutth China Sea from 1 Jan. to
o 15 Oct. 20115

Fig. 1.2
1 Tracks of TCs
T that made
de Landfall oveer China
from 1 Jan. to 15 Oct.
O 2015

haracteristiccs of the trop
pical cyclonees in 2015
1.1.1 Ch
1) Increaased number but reduced landfall
As off 15 October 2015, the Northwest
N
Paccific and thee South Chin
na Sea have rregistered 25
5 tropical
g. 1.3), with 3.4 more gen
nesis, compaared with thee historical av
verage of
cyclone genesis (Fig. 1.1 and Fig
49-2014 (thee same below
w). A monthly compariison shows increased
21.6 in the same peeriod of 194
g January to June, and reeduced activiities for Auggust. Of the registered
r
tropical cyclone activvities during
1

25 tropiccal cyclones,, six made laandfall over C
China’s coasstal areas (Fig. 1.2 and Fiig. 1.4), or 0.6
0 fewer,
compareed with the hiistorical averrage of 6.6 inncidences in the
t same perriod.

Fig. 1.3 N
Normal montthly TCs geneesis comparedd with
monthly T
TCs generatedd in 2015.

Fig. 1.4 Normal monthly
m
landffall TCs comp
pared with
montthly TCs landeed on China’ss coasts in 2015.

2) Noticeeably enhancced strength
As of 15 October, the registereed 25 tropicaal cyclones en
njoyed an av
veraged peakk strength of 44.5 m/s,
significaantly enhanced than the historical aaverage of 39.1 m/s. Am
mong them, 10 tropical cyclones
became ssuper typhooons, impressively higher tthan the histo
orical averag
ge of 3.7 for tthe same periiod.
3) More easterly origgins
Generrally, tropicaal cyclones generate
g
overr the three areas
a
of the Northwest PPacific and the
t South
China Seea: 1) the noorthern part of
o South Chi
hina Sea; 2) the
t sea east of the Philipppines; and 3)
3 the sea
nearing tthe Mariana Islands. In th
his year, both
th the northerrn part of So
outh China S ea and the seea east of
the Philiippines reporrted significaantly reducedd tropical cycclone inciden
nces. Most trropical cyclo
ones were
generateed on the waater in the viccinity of the Mariana Isllands or furth
her east (Figgure 1.5). In addition,
this yearr had 13 regisstered tropicaal cyclones tto the east off 150ºE, or 52
2.0% of the ttotal tropical cyclones
occurredd in 2015. Hoowever, the multi-year
m
avverage of the same period
d shows onlyy 4.0 tropical cyclones
to the eaast of 150ºE, or 18.4% of the total.

Fig. 1.5

Distributionn of TC-generaating Source D
Density in the western North
h Pacific and SSouth China Sea
S (Unit:

digit/πR2,

R=250km) Compared
C
with
h TC genesis llocations durin
ng 1 Jan. to 15
5 Oct. 2015.

4) Longeer life cycle
The reegistered 25 tropical cycclones in thiss year had an
n averaged life
l about 7 ddays, or 2 days
d
more
2

compareed with the multi-year
m
aveerage of arouund 5 days.
5) Higheer landing inttensity
The 6 tropical cycclones that made
m
landfalll over Chinaa this year haad an averagged intensity up to 41
pared with thhe multi-year average of 32.8
3 m/s.
m/s, signnificantly enhhanced comp
1.1.2

Operationaal Forecast

A
on (CMA) haas sustained a steadily
During tthe period off 2011-2015, China Meteeorological Administratio
descendiing trend for typhoon tracck forecast eerrors. As of 15 October 2015,
2
the 24hh-120h typhoon track
forecast errors weree 66 km, 116 km, 174 km, 238 km
m and 329 km,
k respectiively, lower than the
multi-yeear averages.

F 1.6 CMA official TC traack forecast errors
Fig.
e
between
n 2011 and 20115

1.1.3

Characteriistics of majjor typhoon--induced raiinfall that afffected Chinna in 2015

ns, includingg KUJIRA (1508)，CHAN
N-HOM (15 09), LINFA (1510),
In thiss year, a rangge of typhoon
SOUDEL
LOR (1513), GONI (1015), VAMCO
O (1519), DU
UJUAN (1521
1) and MUJIIGAE (1522)), brought
heavy raainfall to Chinna and unleaashed severe flooding. Th
hey are featurred with the ffollowing
consequeences:
1) Moore affected areas with heavier rainnfall. In this year, typhoon had affeccted 13 prov
vinces or
municipaalities. Hydrological statiistics shows that typhoon
n SOUDELO
OR brought 8871 mm of rainfall
r
to
the Donggkenglin Reeservoir of Wenzhou,
W
Zhhejiang Proviince, with a maximum 224-hour rainffall up to
692 mm
m, an exceptioon that may appear onlyy once every
y 100 years. Zhayang, paart of Ningdee, Fujian,
reported 685 mm of rainfall
r
broug
ght by typhooon, or 50% of
o the annuall rainfall in thhe locality.
w
levels. A number off provinces, including
2) Conncentrated heeavy flooding and endanggered river water
Zhejiangg, Fujian, Guuangdong an
nd Jiangsu, rreported flassh floods thaat endangeredd the water levels of
some 500 rivers in the
t localitiess. 6 of them
m exceeded the maximu
um warning levels, and 3 others
registereed the seconnd largest flo
ooding. Som
me 20 coastaal tidal wavee stations repported the high
h
tides
exceedinng the warninng levels. Th
he Baiyantanng Tidal Wav
ve Station in
n Fujian claim
med the thirrd highest
3

tidal wavve since 19555.
1.1.4

Tropical cyyclones effeccted or land
ded on China
a

RA (No. 15088)
1) Severre tropical sttorm KUJIR
Tropiccal storm KU
UJIRA develloped at 03000 UTC of 21 June over the central w
water of Sou
uth China
Sea. It m
made its wayy northwestw
ward, and beccame a seveere tropical storm at 15000 UTC of 21
1 June. It
landed oon Wanning, Hainan Prov
vince at 10550 UTC of 22 June, with
h a near-centr
tre wind up to
t 25 m/s
and a miinimum centtral pressure of 982 hPa. After landfaall, KUJIRA swept northw
westward and crossed
Hainan P
Province witth a steadily weakened inntensity. It en
ntered the eaast part of thhe Beibu Gullf at 0100
UTC of 23 June, heaading west-northwestwarrd, and madee landfall oveer northern V
Vietnam at 03
340 UTC
of 24 Junne. It becamee weakened, and vanishedd in the north
hern part of Vietnam.
V
KUJIR
RA was the first tropical cyclone that
at made landffall over China in 2015. IIt appeared one
o week
earlier thhan the multti-year averag
ge. Under thhe influence of
o KUJIRA, levels 8-10 of wind forcce hit the
eastern aand southernn coastal areaas of Hainan Province, an
nd the centraal and westerrn part of Gu
uangdong
Provincee. The Xishaa Islets of Haainan Provincce reported winds
w
up to levels 11-122. During 21-25 June,
the centrral and southhern part of Hainan,
H
the ccoastal areas of Guangdo
ong, the westtern and soutthern part
of Guanggxi, and the eastern part of Yunnan cclaimed a com
mbined preciipitation of 1100-200 mm,, with the
southernn part of Haiinan and thee southwest part of Guaangxi at 250-392 mm. 8 1 water reseervoirs in
Hainan rreported an inncreased watter retaining volume by 106 million cu
ubic meters.

Fig. 1.77a Track of KU
UJIRA.

Fig
g. 1.7b FY3B image at 0610 UTC of 22 Ju
une.

2) Superr Typhoon CHAN-HOM
C
M (No. 1509))
Tropiccal storm CH
HAN-HOM generated ovver the westeern North Paacific at 12000 UTC of 30
0 June. It
moved w
westward, and became a northwest-bo
n
ound typhoon
n at 1800 UT
TC of 2 July. It was develloped in a
twist-andd-turn manneer, and upgraaded to a supper typhoon at
a 1500 UTC of 9 July. It became weaakened on
the journney approacching the no
orthern coastts of Zhejian
ng Province. CHAN-HO
OM made laandfall at
Zhujiajiaan, a coastal town of Zh
houshan, Zheejiang Provin
nce at 0840 UTC
U
of 9 Juuly, with a maximum
m
winds off 45 m/s neaar the centree and a minim
mum centrall pressure off 955 hPa. Itt makes the strongest
typhoon that has laanded on Zhejiang
Z
in July since 1949. Afterr landing, C
CHAN-HOM
M moved
wngraded too a tropical sttorm over thee eastern wat
ater of the Yeellow Sea
north-noortheastward,, and was dow

4

at 1000 U
UTC of 12 Juuly. It landed
d over the weest coast of North
N
Korea at 1550 UTC
C of 12 July, and later
died dow
wn in the nortthern part off Korean Peniinsula.

Fig. 1.8a Track
T
of CHAN
N-HOM.

Fiig. 1.8b FY3C image at 03555 UTC of 11 July.

Fig. 11.8c Distributioon of CHAN-H
HOM induced rainfall
(0000 UTC 10 July-0000 UTC
U 12 July)

Fig
g. 1.8d Maxim
mum Gust of C
CHAN-HOM
(0000 UTC 10
0 July- 2200 U
UTC 11 July)

Figs. 1.8e Hazards
H
of CHA
AN-HOM

Figs. 1.8f Hazzards of CHAN
N-HOM

Underr the influennce of CHAN
N-HOM, a nnumber of areas,
a
includiing the easteern part of Zhejiang,
Z
Shanghaai, the easternn part of Jian
ngsu, and thhe southern part
p of Anhui, reported 550-140 mm of
o rainfall
from 08800UTC 10 July to 080
00UTC 12 JJuly. The no
ortheastern part
p of Zhejiiang and Hu
uangshan
Mountaiin area of Anhui
A
reporteed a rainfall up to 150-2
280 mm, witth Shaoxing and Ningbo
o, part of
5

Zhejiang Province, having a heavy downpour up to 300-400 mm, and Yuyao, Ninghai and Xiangshan,
also part of Zhejiang, reporting an extreme rainfall up to 420-531 mm. Meanwhile, the coasts and islets
of Zhejiang, the coastal areas of Shanghai, and the southeastern coasts of Jiangsu reported strong gusts
up to levels 10-12, and Zhoushan/Xiangshan levels 13-16. Of them, Kechonggang of Dinghai, Zhejiang
had reported winds up to 53 m/s, Shipu of Xiangshan 49.3 m/s, and Mayi of Zhouzhan 47.9 m/s. The
heavy downpour induced a range of waterlogging incidences in Xiangshan County and Ninghai County
of Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province. 11 rivers in Zhejiang had severe flooding that exceeded the
maximum warning level by 1.91 m. In addition, 16 tidal wave stations in the coasts of Jiangsu,
Shanghai, Zhejiang and Fujian reported the exceeding of warning levels, with the largest exceeding by
0.66m.
3) Typhoon LINFA (No. 1510)
Tropical storm LINFA was generated to the east of the Philippines at 1200UTC of 2 July. It was
slowly moving west-northwestward, and became a severe tropical storm at 2100UTC of 3 July. LINFA
made landfall over the northeast coast of Luzon at 2100UTC of 4 July, and was downgraded to a
tropical storm. It entered the northeastern part of the South China Sea on 5 July, heading northward
with a steadily enhanced strength. LINFA became a typhoon at 1200UTC of 8 July, moving
west-northwestward heading for the eastern coasts of Guangdong Province. It landed on Jiadong town,
Lufeng city in Guangdong Province, at 1200UTC of 9 July, with a near-centre maximum wind speeds
up to 30 m/s and a minimum central pressure of 970hPa. After landfall, LINFA made a westbound
movement, with a rapidly weakened strength. It vanished in the western part of Guangdong in the
afternoon of 9 July.
Affected by LINFA, the eastern coastal cities and counties of Guangdong Province reported levels
9-12 of sustained wind force with gust of levels 14-15 during 8~10 July. The anchored buoy in Shantou
(120km offshore) registered an averaged wind speed up to 35.7 m/s and a gusty wind up to 47.8 m/s,
with the highest tidal wave up to 12m. The Qishi Township of Huilai, Jieyang, reported a terrestrial
gusty wind up to 47.5 m/s, and the Peiyang Township, Lufeng, an averaged terrestrial wind up to 34.3
m/s. During 8-10 July, a range of areas in Guangdong Province were hit by heavy downpour. The
Baxiang Township of Fengshun, part of Meizhou, Guangdong, reported an exceptional downpour of
269.2 mm. Other areas reporting heavy rainfall included the Taimei Township of Boluo County,
Huizhou at 212.1 mm, the Leiling Township of Chaonan, Shantou at 204 mm, the Ma'anshan Farm of
Puning, Jieyang at 192.7 mm, and the Zhongxin Township of Zengcheng in Guangzhou at 192.6 mm.

6

Fig. 1.9a Track of LINFA
L

Fig. 1.9b FY3C im
mage at 0235 U
UTC of 9 July.

Fig. 1.9c Distributtion of LINFA induced rainfa
fall.

Fig. 1.9d Hazards
H
of LIN
NFA

((1200 UTC 8 July-0000
J
UTC
C 10 July)

4) Superr Typhoon SOUDELOR
S
R (No. 1513))
Tropiccal storm SO
OUDELOR was
w formed oover the wesstern North Pacific
P
at 12 00UTC of 30 July. It
moved w
west-northweestward with
h a steadily eenhanced inteensity. It beccame a typhooon at 0600U
UTC of 2
August, and was upggraded to a super
s
typhooon at 0600U
UTC of 3 August. It becaame slowly weakened
w
when appproaching the
t east coaasts of Taiw
wan. It made landfall over
o
Hualienn County, Taiwan
T
at
2040UTC of 7 Auguust, with a near-centre
n
sstrength up to
o 48 m/s and a minimum
m central prressure of
940hPa. After landiing, SOUDE
ELOR headeed southwesttward acrosss central Taaiwan, and became
b
a
typhoon over the Taaiwan Straitts. It then tuurned north-n
northwest, approaching
a
the central coasts of
Fujian P
Province. It made landfa
fall over Puttian, Fujian Province at 1410UTC of 8 August, with a
near-cenntre wind speed up to 38
3 m/s and a minimum central presssure of 9700 hPa. Afterr landing,
LOR made a rapidly weaakened journney across four provinces, including FFujian, Jiangx
SOUDEL
xi, Anhui
and Jianggsu, and endded up over th
he Yellow Seea.
SOUD
DELOR madde the widest impacted aareas over China
C
in 2015, covering Taiwan, Gu
uangdong,
Fujian, Z
Zhejiang, Shhanghai, Jian
ngxi, Hunan, Hubei, Hen
nan, Anhui and
a Jiangsu pprovinces. Under
U
the
influencee of SOUDE
ELOR, Taiw
wan, Zhejianng, Fujian, th
he northern and easternn part of Jiaangxi, the
central aand southern part of Anhu
ui, and the ceentral and so
outhern part of
o Jiangsu reeported heavy
y rainfall.
Most parrt of Taiwann witnessed a heavy downnpour of 200
0-400 mm, with
w the southhern and nortthern part
7

at 500-7700 mm andd some localities at 800--1300 mm. Meanwhile,
M
the eastern and southerrn part of
Zhejiangg, the northeaastern part off Fujian, the central part of
o Jiangsu an
nd the northeern part of Jiaangxi had
a rainfalll of 350-6000 mm, with some
s
localitiies at 650-80
06 mm. Threee counties inn Zhejiang, including
Taishun,, Wencheng and Pingyan
ng, claimed an exception
nal daily dow
wnpour of 3000-500 mm that may
appear oonly once eveery 100-120 years. Otherr areas reporrting heavy rainfall
r
incluude the Dong
gkengling
Water R
Reservoir of Wencheng
W
in
n Wenzhou, Z
Zhejiang at 871 mm, Zhayang of Ninngde in Fujian at 685
mm, Gulling of Lushan in Jiujiang, Jiangxi at 474 mm, Daafeng of Yan
ncheng in Jiaangsu at 363 mm, and
the Fuzilling Water Reservoir
R
of Lu'an
L
in Anhhui at 329 mm
m. 43 small rivers
r
in Fujiian, Zhejiang
g, Jiangxi
and Jianngsu Provincces witnessed flash floooding that ex
xceeded the warning levvels. Meanw
while, the
central aand northernn part of Taaiwan reporteed winds up
p to levels 10-14,
1
with the Pengjia Islets of
Keelungg, the Orchidd Islands of eastern Taiw
wan and Wu
uci of central Taiwan annd Suao haviing gusty
winds off levels 16-17. The eastern coasts of Fujian, the central
c
and southern coassts of Zhejiang, and a
coastal bbelt from Puttian to Xiapu
u of Fujian aalso had win
nds up to levels 10-15, w
with some loccalities of
Putian reeaching 53 m/s.
m In additiion, 7 tidal w
wave stationss in Zhejiang
g and Fujian reported waater levels
exceedinng the warniing line. Forr example, thhe Baiyantan
ng Tidal Waave Station iin Fujian claaimed the
third higghest tidal waave since 195
55.

Fig. 1.10aa Track of SOU
UDELOR.

Fig. 1.10b
1
FY3C im
mage at 0355 U
UTC of 7 Aug
gust.

Fig. 1.10cc Distribution of SOUDELO
OR induced raiinfall

Fiig. 1.10d Maxiimum Gust off SOUDELOR
R.

(00000 UTC 7 Auugust - 0000 UT
TC 11 August)
t)

(0000 UTC 8 Au
ugust - 2200 U
UTC 8 August))

8

Fiigs.1.10e Hazaards of SOUDE
ELOR.

gs.1.10f Hazarrds of SOUDE
ELOR.
Fig

5) Superr Typhoon GONI
G
(No. 1515)
1
Tropiccal storm GO
ONI was form
med east of thhe Philippinees at 1800UT
TC of 14 Auggust (UTC). It headed
north-noorthwestwardd with a stead
dily enhancedd intensity. Itt became a ty
yphoon at 18800UTC of 16 August,
and was upgraded too a super typ
phoon at 00000UTC of 17
7 August. GO
ONI was dow
wngraded to
o a severe
typhoon at 1200UTC
C of 17 Augu
ust, when app
pproaching th
he water nortthwest of thee Guam Islan
nd. GONI
headed ffor the waterr northeast off Luzon at 1 200UTC of 19 August, where
w
it becaame a super typhoon,
before ddowngraded to
t a severe typhoon.
t
Theereafter, GO
ONI entered the
t water eaast of Taiwan
n with an
enhancedd intensity. It
I became a super
s
typhooon again overr the water northeast of T
Taiwan in thee evening
of 23 A
August, headiing for the eastern
e
waterr of the East China Sea. It approachhed the soutthwestern
coasts off Japan, andd made landffall on the w
west coasts off Japan’s Ky
yushu at 18440UTC of 24
4 August,
with a nnear-centre wind
w
speed up
u to 50 m/s and a minim
mum centrall pressure off 940 hPa. After
A
that,
GONI hheaded for thhe Sea of Jaapan throughh the Island of Kyushu, and became
me a tropical storm at
1200UTC of 26 Auggust. It took landing
l
on thhe coasts of Vladivostok at 1900UTC
C of 26 Augu
ust. After
landing, GONI turnned northwest, and enteered the sou
utheastern part of Heiloongjiang Pro
ovince at
2200UTC of 26 Auggust. It later became
b
an exxtratropical cy
yclone in Heeilongjiang.
Underr the influencce of GONI and its perippheral cloud system, a number of areeas, includin
ng eastern
Taiwan, Jiangsu, Zheejiang and Sh
hanghai, repoorted heavy downpour du
uring 21-23 A
August. Wan
nxiang of
d Zhenhai off Ningbo in Z
Zhejiang reg
gistered a
Pudong in Shanghai, Rudong off Nantong inn Jiangsu and
combineed rainfall of
o 337 mm,, 257 mm and 154 mm
m, respectiv
vely. Duringg 26-28 Au
ugust, the
southeasstern part of Heilongjiang
g and the easstern part off Jilin had a heavy
h
rainfaall of 50-80 mm,
m with
Baishishhan of Jiaohee in Jilin reacching 109 mm
m. Affected by heavy raiinfall, 15 sm
mall and mediium sized
rivers in Zhejiang annd Heilongjiaang reported heavy flooding that exceeeded the waarning levels,, with the
largest eexceeding byy 0.64 m. 57 large water reservoirs in
n Heilongjian
ng, Jilin and Liaoning rep
ported an
increasedd volume by 160 million cubic meterss.

9

Fig. 1.111a Track of GONI.
G

Fig.1
1.11b FY3B im
mage at 0515 U
UTC of 18 Au
ugust.

Figs.1.11c Hazards of
o GONI.

Figs.1.11
1d Hazards off GONI.

6) Tropiical Storm VAMCO
V
(No
o. 1519)
Tropiccal storm VA
AMCO was generated
g
ovver the centraal part of thee South Chinna Sea at 180
00UTC of
13 Septeember. It madde a westbou
und movemeent, gradually
y approaching
g the central coasts of Viietnam. It
landed oon the coasts of Quang Nam of Vietnaam at 1350U
UTC of 14 Seeptember. Affter landing, VAMCO
lost its sttrength graduually, and vanished in thee Indochina Peninsular
P
on
n 15 Septembber.
Underr the combined influence of VAMCO
O and cold airr, the central and eastern part of Hain
nan Island
and the southern paart of Leizho
ou Peninsulaa, Guangdon
ng had 100-2
200 mm of rrainfall durin
ng 14-16
Septembber. Haikou, Qiongshan and Wenchhang in Hain
nan Provincee reported a heavy dow
wnpour of
280-497 mm. Other areas
a
reporting heavy raiinfall includee Xinzhong of
o Wanning iin Hainan at 401 mm,
and Houutang of Zhannjiang in Guaangdong at 2230 mm. Affeected by heav
vy rainfall, m
major rivers in
i Hainan,
includingg the Wanquuan River and
d the Nandu R
River, reportted a slightly
y raised waterr level. 10 large water
reservoirrs in the provvince collecteed some 168 million cubiic meters of rainwater.
r
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Fig. 1.112a Track of VAMCO.
V

Fig.1.1
12b FY3C imaage at 0320 UT
TC of 14 Septeember

Figs.1.122c Hazards off VAMCO.

Figs.1.12d
d Hazards of V
VAMCO.

7) Superr Typhoon DUJUAN
D
(N
No. 1521)
UJUAN was generated ovver the North
hwest Pacificc at 1800UTC
C of 22 Septtember. It
Tropiccal storm DU
headed nnorth-northw
westward with
h an increasiingly enhancced strength. It became a severe tropical storm
at 1200U
UTC of 24 Seeptember, an
nd was upgraaded to a typh
hoon at 0900
0UTC of 25 SSeptember. It
I became
a severee typhoon att 0600UTC of 26 Septem
mber, and was
w further geared
g
up too a super ty
yphoon at
2100UTC of 26 Sepptember. It was
w downgra
raded to a seevere typhoo
on when appproaching th
he eastern
coasts oof Taiwan att 0900UTC of 28 Septtember. DUJJUAN made landfall ovver Yilan, Taiwan
T
at
0950UTC of 28 Septtember, with a near-centree wind speed
d up to 48 m//s and a miniimum centrall pressure
of 982 hhPa. After laanding, DUJJUAN sweptt west acrosss Taiwan Province, andd entered thee Taiwan
Straits, w
where it turnned northwestward approoaching the central coassts of Fujiann Province. DUJUAN
D
made lanndfall over Putian,
P
Fujian
n at 0050UTC
C of 29 Septeember, with a near-centree wind speed
d up to 33
m/s and a minimum central presssure of 975 hPa. After landing,
l
it moved
m
west-nnorthwestwarrd, with a
rapidly w
weakened inttensity. It beccame a tropiccal depressio
on over Fujian
n at 0900UT
TC of 29 Septtember.
DUJU
UAN broughtt strong wind
ds and heavyy downpour to
t Taiwan, Zhejiang
Z
and Fujian. Duriing 28-30
Septembber, the northheast and sou
uthern part off Zhejiang an
nd the eastern
n part of Fujiian reported a rainfall
of 100-2200 mm, witth Ningbo of Zhejiang, aand Fuzhou//Putian of Fu
ujian at 2500-441 mm. Ningbo
N
of
11

Zhejiangg, in particuular, had a daily
d
rainfalll over 200 mm, with Zhenhai
Z
Couunty up to 314
3 mm.
Meanwhhile, the centtral and north
hern part off Taiwan receeived a rainffall of 250-4400 mm, witth Taipei,
Taoyuann and Hualien exceeding 500 mm. A
Additionally, the southern
n part of Zheejiang and th
he eastern
coasts of Fujian repported gusts of levels 100-12, with so
ome localitiees of Fuzhouu/Putian bein
ng hit by
d of Pingtann in Fujian reegistered win
nds up to 455.9 m/s. The attack of
levels 133-14. The Niiushan Island
DUJUAN
N was coinccided with th
he appearancce of astron
nomical tidess. Consequenntially, 36 tidal wave
stations in Fujian, Zhejiang
Z
and Shanghai reeported the exceeding
e
off warning leevels by 0.03
3-1.18 m,
B
Tidal
T
Wave SStation in Ch
hangle of
with the Shima Tidaal Wave Statiion in Longhhai and the Baiyantang
Fujian eexceeding the warning leevel by 0.122 m and 0.2
24 m, respecctively. The Jiuzhen Tid
dal Wave
Station iin Zhangpu of Fujian claimed
c
a reecord tidal level.
l
Raised
d tidal wavees resulted in coastal
floodingg and urban waterloggin
ng in manyy places in Fujian, including Xiam
men, Putian,, Fuding,
Quanzhoou, Aojiankoou, among otthers. In Zhej
ejiang Provin
nce, both Nin
ngbo and Fennghua reportted heavy
urban waaterlogging, and Wenzho
ou local landsslides. DUJU
UAN also cau
used the delaay of flights and
a trains
in some parts of Fujian and Zhejiang.

Fig. 1.133a Track of DU
UJUAN.

Fig.1.1
13b FY3B imaage at 0630 UT
TC of 29 Septeember.

Fig. 1.133c Distributionn of DUJUAN
N induced rainffall

Fig.
F 1.13d Maaximum Gust oof DUJUAN

(0000 U
UTC 28 Septem
mber - 0000 UT
TC 30 Septemb
mber) (0000 UTC
U 28 Septem
mber - 0000 U
UTC 30 Septem
mber)
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Figs.1.13e Hazards of DU
UJUAN.

Figs.1.1
13f Hazards off DUJUAN.

8) Superr Typhoon MUGIGAE
M
(No. 1522)
n 1 October above Luzonn. MUJIGAE
E headed
MUJIGAE formedd as a tropiccal storm at 11800UTC on
northwesstward, and entered
e
the eastern
e
waterr of the South
h China Sea on
o 2 Octoberr with an inccreasingly
enhancedd strength. Itt was upgradeed to a severre tropical sto
orm at 1200U
UTC of 2 Octtober, and fu
urther to a
typhoon at 0600UTC
C of 3 Octo
ober. It becaame a severe typhoon at
a 1500UTC of 3 Octob
ber, when
approachhing the wesstern coasts of Guangdoong Provincee. MUJIGAE
E made landdfall on the coasts of
Potou D
District, part of
o Zhanjiang
g City, Guanggdong, with a near-centrre wind speeed up to 50 m/s
m and a
m central preessure of 940
0 hPa. After landing, MU
UJIGAE head
ded northwesstward, with a rapidly
minimum
weakeneed strength. It became a trropical depreession at 0600UTC of 5 October.
O
Typhooon MUJIGA
AE is of thee following ffour featuress: (1) rapid intensificatio
i
on. After enttering the
eastern w
water of the South
S
China Sea, MUJIG
GAE geared up
u fast to beccome a typhooon, and then
n a severe
typhoon between afteernoon and evening
e
of 3 October. It took
t
landing on 4 Octobeer with the sttrength of
severe tyyphoon; (2) enhanced sttrength at laanding and even
e
with the record streength of thee typhoon
landed oover China inn October siince 1949. M
MUJIGAE made
m
landfall on China hhaving the strength of
severe tyyphoon, withh a near-centrre wind speedd up to 50 m/s
m and a min
nimum centraal pressure off 940 hPa,
a record strength of a landing ty
yphoon on Chhina in Octo
ober since 19
949. ; (3) stroong winds and
a heavy
he central and
d western paart of Guangd
dong, the
rainfall ffor Guangdoong, Guangxii and other pprovinces. th
central aand eastern part
p of Guan
ngxi, the norttheastern parrt and the so
outhern coastts of Hainan
n, and the
southwestern part off Hunan repo
orted a combbined rainfalll of 100-250
0 mm duringg 3-6 October. During
me localities in the centraal and westeern part of Guangdong
G
annd the easterrn part of
the samee period, som
Guangxii received a heavy
h
downp
pour up to 2260-500 mm,, with Yangcchun of Guanngdong and Jinxiu of
Guangxii at 510-557 mm. The sou
uthwestern ppart and coasttal areas of Guangdong,
G
tthe northern coasts of
Hainan, and the soouthern coassts of Guanngxi experieenced gusts of levels 99-11 gusts, and the
southwestern coasts of Guangdong levels 113-17. The Huguang To
ownship of Mazhang District
D
in
Zhanjianng City, Guaangdong regisstered a gustt up to 67.2 m/s;
m and (4) casualties caaused by the tornados
triggeredd by the perippheral cloud bands. MUJJIGAE’s peripheral spiral cloud bandds brought tornados to
Shunde aand Foshan of
o Guangdon
ng and Panyuu of Guangzh
hou in the afternoon of 4 O
October, whiich
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Fig. 1.14a Track of MU
UJIGAE.

Fiig. 1.14b FY3B image at 06655 UTC of 4 October.
O

Fig. 1.114c Distributioon of MUJIGA
AE induced raiinfall.
(12000 UTC 3 Octobber- 0000 UTC
C 6 October.)

d Hazards of M
MUJIGAE
Fig. 1.14d

Figs. 1.14ee Hazards of MUJIGAE.
M

Figs. 1.14
4f Hazards of M
MUJIGAE.

led to thhe blackouts in the north
hern part of P
Panyu Distriict and Haizh
hu District. IIn addition, 6 coastal
tidal wavve stations inn Guangdong
g and Hainann registered the exceedin
ng of warninng levels by 0.01-0.37
0
m. The B
Bomao Statiion in Zhanjiian of Guanggdong claim
med an excep
ptional high ttidal level th
hat would
appear oonly once a decade.
d
On 7 October, thee large and medium-size
m
d water reseervoirs in Gu
uangdong,
Guangxii and Hainann Provinces reported an increased water
w
retainin
ng volume bby 800 milliion cubic
meters, ccompared wiith that of 2 October. Off them, Guan
ngdong saw an increase by 394 million cubic
meters, G
Guangxi 3266 million cubiic meters, annd Hainan 81 million cubiic meters.
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1.2 Socio-Economic Assessment

As of 15 October 2015, 8 tropical cyclones had affected China, and 6 of them made landfall.
Typhoon MUJIGAE is the strongest typhoon landed on China in 2015. Of the six typhoons,
SOUDELOR claimed the most affected population, death toll, missing person, emergency aiding
population, damaged home, and MUJIGAE claimed the most direct economic loss.
According to preliminary statistics, typhoon-induced disasters have affected 23.5861 million people
in 13 provinces or municipalities, with 63 people dead, 10 missing, 3.598 million evacuated, 237,000
aided, 24,000 houses collapsed, 204,000 houses damaged to different extent, 1.6796 million hectares of
croplands affected, of which 136.800 hectares of croplands claimed no yield, and a direct economic loss
worth RMB 66.066 billion.
Table 1.1 Impacts and Disaster caused by Typhoons in 2015
TC Name &
No.

Landing
Site

Landing
Date

Max. Wind Force
Near TC Centre
When Landing
(unit: level)

KUJIRA
(1508)

Hainan

6.22

10 (25 m/s)

CHAN-HOM
(1509)

Zhejiang

7.11

14 (45 m/s)

LINFA
(1510)

Guangdong

7.9

11 (30 m/s)

SOUDELOR
(1513)

Taiwan
Fujian

8.7
8.8

15 (48 m/s)
13 (38 m/s)

GONI
(1515)
VAMCO
(1519)
DUJUAN
(1521)
MUJIGAE
(1522)

Taiwan
Fujian

9.28
9.29

15 (48 m/s)
12 (33 m/s)

Guangdong

10.4

15 (50 m/s)

Affected
Province
(municipality,
AR)

Affected
Population
(1,000)

Death
Tolls
(person)

Direct
Economic
Loss
(RMB
billion)

Hainan and
Yunnan

159.4

/

0.085

Heilongjiang,
Shanghai,
Jiangsu,
Zhejiang,
Anhui, Fujian,
Shandong,
Taiwan
Fujian,
Guangdong,
Taiwan
Jiangsu,
Zhejiang,
Anhui, Fujian,
Jiangxi,
Taiwan
Shanghai and
Heilongjiang

3,907.9

/

9.838

2,034.0

1

1.742

8,241.2

45

24.627

103.1

/

0.204

Hainan

/

/

0.002

1,626.9

/

2.536

7,513.6

27

27.032

23,586.1

73

66.066

Zhejiang,
Fujian, Taiwan
Guangdong,
Guangxi,
Hainan

Total
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Fig.1.15 S
Statistics of evvacuated peoplle in emergenccy responses to
o potential typh
hoon-induced disasters in 20
015

1.3 Regiional Coopeeration Assesssment
on High Im
S
mpact Weath
her Research
h
1.3.1 Intternational Symposium
An Innternational Symposium
S
on
o High Imppact Weatherr, co-sponsored by the W
World Meteo
orological
Organizaation (WMO
O) Commissio
on for Atmosspheric Scien
nces (CAS) World
W
Weathher Research
h Program
(WWRP
P) Working Group on Tropical M
Meteorology Research, and the C
Chinese Academy of
Meteorological Scieences State Key Laboraatory for Seevere Weath
her, and hoosted by thee Ningbo
bo during 20-23
2
Januar
ary 2015. So
ome 100
Municippal Meteorollogical Bureeau, was heeld in Ningb
nes, Banglad
desh and Chhinese meteo
orological
participaants, from thhe United Sttates, India, the Philippin
departmeents, universsities and research institu
tutions, atten
nded the meeeting. The m
meeting discu
ussed the
latest ressearch progreesses made in
i the areas oof tropical cyclones and southern moonsoon heav
vy rainfall
experimeents. The eveent facilitated
d exchange aand cooperatiion in the areea of tropicall cyclone reseearch.

Fig. 1.16 Interrnational Symp
mposium on Hig
gh Impact Weather Researchh

h China-Korrea Worksho
op on Tropiical Cyclonees in Shangh
hai, 19-20 Maay 2015
1.3.2 8th
The 8tth China-Korea Worksho
op on Tropicaal Cyclones was
w held durring 19-20 M
May 2015 in Shanghai,
S
China. T
The workshoop, co-sponsored by Chhina Meteorrological Ad
dministrationn (CMA) an
nd Korea
Meteorological Adm
ministration (KMA),
(
wass jointly hostted by Shan
nghai Meteorrological Serrvice and
d a range of issues, incluuding tropicaal cyclone
Shanghaai Typhoon Innstitute (STII). The meetiing discussed
observattion, numericcal prediction
n techniquess, tropical cy
yclone intensity and frequuency, early warning,
among oothers. Somee 40 typhoon
n specialists from CMA,, KMA, and renowned uuniversities, including
16

Peking U
University, Nanjing
N
University, Shangghai Jiaotong
g University, attended thee meeting. Th
he annual
event faccilitated the sharing
s
of thee latest progrress achieved
d in tropical cyclone resea
earches and operations
o
between Republic off Korea and China.
C
It enhaanced bilaterral cooperatio
on on tropicaal cyclone forecasts.

Fig. 1.16 Thee 8th China-Koorea Joint Worrkshop on Trop
pical Cycloness

1.3.3 Intternational exchange
e
on
n civil affairss
In 20115, China enhhanced its ex
xchange and cooperation with ASEAN
N countries in the area of
o disaster
preventioon and reducction, and haas applied forr four earmaark projects. Chinese perssonnel particcipated in
the 4th Disaster Rellief Exercisee organized under the ASEAN
A
Regional Forum
m, and comp
pleted the
r
exercise. Chhina hosted a disaster
desktop exercise andd action asseessment, in aaddition to resettlement
ment training course un
nder the Isttanbul Proceess, in an effort
e
to proomote exchaange and
managem
cooperattion betweenn the Istanbull Process meember countrries in the areea of disasterr management. China
completeed the phasee-II framewo
ork design off "Asian com
mmunity com
mprehensive disaster man
nagement
project" initiated by
b UK Dep
partment forr Internation
nal Develop
pment (DFID
D), and staarted the
d an aid paackage feasib
bility study for the disaaster preven
ntion and
implemeentation. Chiina launched
reductionn program in Bangladeesh, and com
mpleted thee site investtigation alonng with a follow-up
f
capacity-building prooposal.

Figg. 1.17 Tableto
op exercise parrticipants at th
he 4th ASEAN Regional Foru
rum.

holarship Prrogramme of
o Typhoon C
Committee
1.3.4 Sch
Accorrding to the 2015 annuall work plan of the Work
king Group on
o Meteoroloogy – Verifiication of
Tropicall Cyclone Operational
O
Forecast,
F
ressearch fellow
wships wou
uld be offereed in the year.
y
The
17

fellowship will work on “Tropical Cyclone Genesis Forecast Techniques”. The two-month (October
and November 2015) fellowships were offered by Shanghai Typhoon Institute (STI) with the support of
TCTF. Typhoon Committee Members were invited to submit their nominations to the Typhoon
Committee. Mr. Pak Sang Il and Mr. Ri Hak Il from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea were
chosen by STI to be part of the fellowship program.
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II. Summary of Advances in Key Result Areas
2.1 Further improved objective typhoon track forecast methods and refined typhoon forecasting
techniques

1）CMA has developed a multi-model correction method TYTEC, for typhoon track forecast.
The method has been optimized for a better performance. Based on the ensemble forecasting
experiments made in recent years, the weight of TYTEC was readjusted on different ensemble
models for operational forecasts.
2）In 2015, the National Meteorological Centre paid more attention to the refined typhoon
forecast products, including half-hour position and hourly track forecast. On the other hand, a
dynamical interpretation method, TC-wind, was used to work on the wind field of the Grapes-TYM
numerical model. The TC-wind technique is able to readjust the typhoon wind field derived from the
model, based on the subjective track and intensity forecasts. It produces hourly wind field forecasts
with a horizontal resolution of 10km.
3) In 2015, the National Meteorological Centre developed two new operational products for
typhoon disaster impact assessment. Based on the major characteristics of previous typhoon disasters,
a model to assess the destructive power of typhoon was developed by simulating a range of elements,
including the speed and duration of typhoon winds and the characteristics of the disasters caused (Fig.
2.1 and 2.2). The destructive power of typhoon is marked by five levels, with Level-I referring to the
extreme damage. Meanwhile, a comprehensive heavy rain disaster risk prediction model was
developed through the simulation of rainfall intensity and associated environmental impacts. The two
products will work for the following two conditions: (1) when a typhoon with level-12 or above
strength is expected to make landfall on China within coming 72 hours, a destructive power
prediction product will be released; and (2) when a typhoon is expected to induce heavy rainfall in
Mainland China within coming 72 hours, a comprehensive heavy rain disaster risk prediction product
will be released.
4) Chinese National Climate Centre Climate Projection Division used the CFSV2 data provided
by NCEP/CFS (NCEP Climate Forecast System) to develop a method for monthly and seasonal
objective typhoon forecasts. The two-year operational applications showed fine results of overall
performance. The technique is desirable for enhancing the monthly and seasonal typhoon forecasting
capability, though poor for extreme events forecasts. The monthly typhoon forecasts made using the
technique in 2015 produced a range of trend forecasts consistent with the observed results in both
June and July, though poor in August.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:
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Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
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Training and research
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Name of contact
for this item:

Qian Qifeng
Li Jiaying
Zhu Xiaojin

Telephone:

+86-10-58995840

Email:

qianqf@cma.gov.cn
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2.2 Advancement on numerical typhoon modeling and data assimilation

1) GRAPES_TYM’s resolution has been upgraded from 15km/L32 to 12km/L50, in an attempt
to reduce the errors of typhoon track and intensity forecasts.
2) GSI-based high-resolution typhoon forecast system.
SHA-THRAPS (Shanghai-Tropical-Cyclone High-resolution Analysis and Prediction System)
was put into quasi-operation in the year. The system is built on a 9km/3km nested WRF-ARW model,
using a GSI (Grid point Statistical Interpolation) system to assimilate nonconventional data, such as
satellite radiance. In addition to the traditional products on typhoon track/intensity and rainfall,
SHA-THRAPS provides diversified TC inner-core forecast products, including refined
wind/precipitation and 3D TC structure forecasts.
3) GSI-based ensemble data assimilation and forecasting system.
A three-dimensional ensemble-variation (3DVAR-EnKF) hybrid data assimilation system was
developed, based on the GSI system. The WRF typhoon ensemble forecast model was built using
NCEP-GEFS global ensemble forecasts as an ensemble background field. The system is designed to
assimilate data in a more accurate manner, compared with the pure 3DVAR system, due to the nature
of ensemble flow-dependent, which would result in a dynamically balanced initial field. Apart from
deterministic forecasts, uncertainty prediction products have also been developed for TC hit
probability, combined wind probability, precipitation probability, ensemble spread, among others.
4) Improved boundary layer and land-sea surface parameterization scheme for the South China
Sea typhoon model. To enhance the capability of predicting a typhoon that has a twisted track, and to
improve offshore typhoon forecasts and warning, Guangzhou Tropical Marine and Meteorological
Institute of CMA has recently launched a number of studies. Taking LINFA’s track forecast as an
example. A plan that combines terrain parameters, SST variations and a new land surface scheme has
noticeably improved LINFA’s track forecast. In addition, when developing the land-sea surface
parameterization module, researchers introduced a relatively simple sea surface parameterization
scheme in the model to describe the air-sea interactions within the typhoon, making the sea surface
temperature forecasts based on sea surface heat balance equation. The sea surface temperature
forecasts would, in turn, improve the algorithms of sea surface sensible and latent heat flux, reducing
the maritime track errors of severe typhoon forecasts. Meanwhile, the improved land surface scheme
adds a soil moisture forecast on the basis of land surface heat balance scheme, which improves the
track forecasts of offshore and weak South China Sea typhoons.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
KRA =

1

2
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Zeng Zhihua
Chen Zitong
zengzh@mail.typhoon.gov.cn
ztchen@grmc.gov.cn

2.3 Typhoon research progress

1) Chinese researchers analyzed the spatial and temporal distribution of rapidly intensified
tropical cyclones over the South China Sea from 1979 to 2012. Showed that most rapidly intensified
tropical cyclones occurred to the southeast of Hainan, or over the central of the South China Sea
which is distant away from the continent. The ERA-Interim reanalysis data were used to develop a
new threshold method for calculating environmental factors.
2) Study of the distributions of precipitation vary by TCs’ intensity. The intensity of a landing
typhoon would define the symmetric pattern of precipitation. However, intensity would impose no
significant impact on the asymmetric precipitation. The maximum asymmetric precipitation would be
on the wind shear or on the left side.
3) Study of land-sea difference effects the precipitation brought by a landing typhoon. An
asymmetric distribution of precipitation brought by a landing typhoon would be subject to the impact
of ambient vertical wind shear, due to the effect of strong vertical wind shear. In the presence of weak
wind, land-sea difference would impose a significant impact on the asymmetric distribution of
typhoon precipitation.
4) Horizontal transition of turbulent cascades at near-surface layer. The energy transfer between
different scales, such as from a smaller scale to a larger one (upscale), or vice versa (downscale), may
produce a profound impact on TC energy dynamics, due to the variation of available energy sources
and sinks.
5) A comparative study of the asymmetric temperature and humidity structure of TC. The NCEP
CFSR 0.5° reanalysis data and the Tokyo Typhoon Centre optimum track dataset were employed to
synthesize and analyze the asymmetric and vertical non-uniform temperature and humidity structures
over the western North Pacific and the South China Sea during 1979-2010.
6) An analysis was made to depict the characters of offshore typhoons that suddenly died down.
A dynamic synthesized analysis and diagnosis of the features of large-scale circulations of an
offshore typhoon is studied, and the differences between the typhoons over the East China Sea and
the South China Sea were compared. Results showed that SST, VWS and DCC can be used to predict
the time available for a suddenly decayed typhoon. For example, SST would indicate 36h, VWS
30-36h, and DCC 30h.
7) Study of the air-sea interactions under the influence of typhoon. The study led to the
improvement of a numerical system and its application to the coupling of mesoscale atmospheric
model, ocean circulation model and wave model. Researchers analyzed the impact of air-sea
interaction on the variation of typhoon intensity and structure, in particular, the impact of sea wave on
the variation of typhoon intensity and structure. Meanwhile, efforts have been made to improve the
sea spray parameterization scheme, as it would improve the accuracy of typhoon strength forecast.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
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2.4 Typhoon research project endorsed as part of National Key Basic Research Program

"Refined Landing Typhoon Structures: Observation, Forecasting and Impact Assessment", a
project initiated by China Meteorological Administration Chinese Academy of Meteorological
Sciences with Duan Yihong, a research fellow, as the chief scientist, was endorsed in 2015 as part of
the National Key Basic Research Program (973). The project is designed to understand the structural
variation of a landing typhoon based on field experiments, data integration, numerical experiments
and theoretical analysis. It is supposed to produce innovative research findings of international
influence, enhancing refined typhoon winds and rain forecast, providing evidence for
decision-makers, and meeting the national and social needs for typhoon disaster prevention and
reduction. The project is made up of six components: field experiments and associated analysis;
multi-sourced data analysis theory and associated methods; refined structural variation of landing
typhoon and associated mechanism; impact of refined landing typhoon structures on the intensity and
distribution of winds and rain; key techniques for high-resolution numerical forecasting model; and
methodologies applicable to typhoon disaster impact pre-assessment and assessment.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
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Li Ying
liying@cams.cma.gov.cn

2.5 Journal of Tropical Cyclone Research and Review

Up to date, the journal has published 90 papers contributed by authors from 13 countries or
regions, including Typhoon Committee Members and non-Members. Two-thirds of the papers are
authored by overseas researchers. More than two-thirds of the manuscripts were peer-reviewed by
overseas reviewers. TCRR statistics show that the journal has attracted the readers from 100 countries
or regions. As of July 2014, China took 48% of the reader population, the U.S. 29%, and the rest of
the world 23%. Thanks to the operation of a new website (July 2014), the journal enjoys an increased
reader population by 46% from the U.S., and 32% from China. As of December 2014, the full text
download has been steadily increased to 36,500 in number, or 12,167 per year. The full text
download in 2015 has reached 11,327 in number during January-July.
Shanghai Typhoon Institute plans to invite 1 or 2 visiting editors this year. TCRR is calling for
contributions from all Members, including the review of tropical cyclone incidences, advance made
in applied and basic tropical cyclone research and associated technological development. Meanwhile,
the typhoon committee workshop participants are encouraged to submit their unpublished papers to
the journal.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
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Zeng Zhihua
zengzh@mail.typhoon.gov.cn

2.6 Ocean observing system and associated experiments

1) Ocean observing system
China’s national marine meteorological observation system has the following facilities in
operation: 304 island-based or offshore platform-based automatic weather stations, 200 strong winds
observing stations, 39 ship-based automatic weather stations, 33 anchored buoys, 26 weather radar,
10 radiosonde stations, 17 wind profilers, 75 GNSS/MET stations, 37 lightning stations, 6 ground
wave radar stations and 2 storm surge stations.
2) Sea spray observation with the presence of typhoon
Under two-year preparation, the sea spray observing experiment with the presence of typhoon has
achieved an impressive progress. During the period of June 22-23 2015, a range of instruments,
including drop spectrometer and ultrasonic wind and temperature sensors, were employed to observe
sea spray, high-frequency wind speed/direction and sea conditions with the presence of typhoon
KUJIRA (No. 1508). The experiment has led to the first domestic collection of sea spray droplets,
high-frequency wind speed/direction and sea surface condition data with the presence of typhoon
(Fig. 2.3).

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:
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2.7 FY-2G in official operation

After a successful launch, FY-2G was positioned at 99.5ºE above the equator on January 6, 2015.
An in-orbit test team, set up by CMA, made a four-month test from January to May. The test period
was coincided with an active typhoon period on the Southern Hemisphere. FY-2G was then
employed to monitor a number of typhoons appeared on the Southern Hemisphere using the full-disk
images within the visual range. Meanwhile, a quantitative synchronized comparison was made with
Japan’s MTSAT-2 on the same band. Analysis results show that the combined use of FY-2G and
MTSAT-2 data at an interval of half an hour can realize the continuous monitoring of the evolution of
deep convective low-temperature zone within the typhoon, suggesting that FY-2G and MTSAT-2
enjoy a similar radiation measurement capability. Comparing with MTSAT-2, FY-2G is desirable for
brightness temperature observation, with an averaged bias better than -1.0K@200K. After the
completion of in-orbit test, FY-2G was endorsed by CMA to be positioned at 105°E above the
equator. It officially sat in for FY-2E on June 3, and became a primary satellite in operation. Thanks
to an enhanced positioning accuracy, FY-2G played an important role in monitoring the typhoons
formed during June-September 2015. It accurately positioned the four typhoons that made landfall on
continental China during June-July, including KUJIRA, CHAN-HOM, LINFA, and SOUDELOR.
It also repeatedly entered six-minute fast regional scanning mode upon emergency requests. It
provided an important support for CMA Central Meteorological Observatory developing a new
half-hour offshore typhoon positioning method.

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
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2.8 Advancement on CMACast and WIS

1) Satellite data broadcasting system ， or CMACast, developed by China Meteorological
Administration (CMA) is an important component of CMA’s national and international
communication system. Built on a standard DVB-S2 platform, it was put into operation on June 2012.
Some 2,700 provincial, prefectural and county-level meteorological departments are currently using
the system to receive real-time meteorological data and products, making weather forecasts and
providing meteorological services. Meanwhile, CMACast provides data broadcasting services to 184
non-meteorological department users and 26 WMO Member users at a rate of 70Mbps and in a daily
volume exceeding 300GB. The data and products transmitted via CMACast include global
observations and early warning, CMA’s T639 data forecast products, satellite products derived from
FY2E/F/G and FY3B/C meteorological satellites, and EUMETSAT products. It works with MICAPS
to enhance users’ applications of CMACast data.
2) CMA is an active participator and promoter of WIS implementation. In 2015, Beijing GISC and
CMA's four DCPCs have been running smoothly, providing to Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, China
Hong Kong, China Macao and other WMO Members in the Asia-Pacific region a range of products,
including FY products, global monthly mean temperature and precipitation anomaly products, T213
ensemble forecast products, typhoon model ensemble forecast products, and other data discovery and
access services. Beijing GISC and CMA's four DCPCs have released 133,500 entries of metadata to
102 registered users, in a daily data volume exceeding 875GB. In addition, CMA has since 2014
dispatched its technical experts to North Korea, Nepal, Myanmar, Kazakhstan and other WMO
members, where they staged on-site CMACast, MICAPS and WIS related technical training,
facilitating the implementation of WIS in Asian region.
Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
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2.9 CMA’s typhoon prevention strategy and action

1) Enhanced meteorological services for decision makers. In 2015, CMA instructed CMA Decision
Making Meteorological Service Centre to release special significant meteorological information
report and meteorological disaster warning service bulletin to the CPC Central Committee General
Office, the State Council General Office and other relevant government agencies.
2) Warning service ready. CMA has released diversified timely information and warning on
typhoon and heavy rainfall (Table 2.1). It also issued the warnings on geological disasters, waves,
storm surges, power supply accidents, traffic accidents, and ship accidents because of strong winds to
29 early warning coordinating departments and relevant meteorological authorities at provincial,
autonomous region and municipal levels, taking advantage of the national emergency warning
information release system. It has provided early warning services to 200 million persons/times.
3) Meteorological service consultation. Nationwide weather consultation meeting held every day.
After the consultation meeting, CMA would convene a meteorological service consultation meeting
at national level, analyzing the impacts of typhoon and the service requirements of decision makers,
the public, the professionals and science advocacy. It would ask departments concerned to prepare
tailored service products under a unified caliber, strengthening internal results sharing and enhancing
work efficiency. For example, based on the discussion at the consultation meeting, CMA organized
the Science Advocacy Centre to prepare graphic products, and released it to a range of portals,
including China Meteorological Science Advocacy Network, China Weather Network and other
social media.
4) Timely survey and assessment. During the impact period of typhoon CHAN-HOM, CMA
organized the National Meteorological Centre, the Public Service Centre and Zhejiang
Meteorological Bureau to jointly assess the benefits brought by meteorological services, summarizing
the experience on typhoon prevention and reduction.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:

Summary Table of relevant KRAs and components (please tick boxes, can be more than one, as
appropriate):
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2.10 Typhoon disaster risk assessment

1) 16 provinces have been organized to work on typhoon disaster risk assessment and associated
zoning, including technical guidelines for typhoon disaster risk assessment and zoning; strong winds
risk assessment and zoning; storm surge risk assessment and zoning; urban waterlogging risk
assessment and zoning; small and medium sized rivers risk assessment and zoning; and mountain
flooding risk assessment and zoning.
2) Annual tropical cyclone disaster pre-assessment model. China has done little in assessing the
annual or seasonal impact of tropical cyclone disasters, as current operations mainly focus on tropical
cyclone frequency prediction. As a result, one is not in a position to assess the possible impact or
disasters to be brought up by tropical cyclones in the coming year merely based on the frequency and
numbers of tropical cyclones cited in the current year. To address the problem, Chinese researchers
borrowed the YTCPI/STCPI indexes to mirror the potential annual or seasonal impact of tropical
cyclones. They established a model to reflect the relationship between YTCPI/STCPI and
disaster-caused losses, allowing researchers to foresee the YTCPI/STCPI index based on the
precursor atmosphere-ocean circulation factors, and hence pre-assess the perspective of tropical
cyclone disasters in the coming year.
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2.11 enhancing the capacity of typhoon disaster risk management

1) Disaster information reporting and releasing.
In 2015, the National Natural Disaster Management System was upgraded to perfect its
functionalities (Figure 2.4). The upgrade makes disaster information collection and reporting at the
village (community) and township levels possible, with an enhanced accuracy of disaster statistics.
Up to date, 17 provinces have established disaster information collection and reporting networks at
the village (community) and township levels, with a user population exceeding 20,000. Meanwhile,
disasters related APPs have been developed for mobile collection and reporting at three levels
(county, township and village), allowing users to send real-time disaster reports and images through
the APPs on mobile phones (Figure 2.5). The Wechat version of "China Disaster Reduction" pushes
daily real-time disaster and relief information to the public. It has now possessed some 3,400 public
users, and released 184 issues of disaster and relief information (Figure 2.6).
2) State Oceanic Administration research project improves typhoon and storm surge disaster
statistics.
In 2015, Chinese civil authorities, in collaboration with the State Oceanic Administration,
completed a comparative study of typhoon and typhoon-storm surge disaster statistical indicators.
The study defines the basic composition of typhoon and typhoon-storm surge disaster statistics, based
on the analysis of historical statistics collected by both civil and oceanic departments. The study
rolled out a disaster statistical indicator system and associated applicable methods that can be a
reference for marine disaster statistics.
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2.12 Enhanced typhoon impact warning for reservoir rainwater retaining capability and improved soil
moisture observation

1) In 2015, the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau developed a forecast and
early warning system for small and medium sized reservoirs rainwater retaining capability. Built on
the consideration of water reservoir scheduling, the system is designed to calculate small and medium
sized reservoirs rainwater retaining capability before the arrival of typhoon. It is able to compare the
rainwater retaining capability and the predicted rainfall, so as to discharge in advance the water
reservoir that has no enough room for the coming rainwater, ensuring the safety of the reservoir.
In addition, the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau enhanced flood forecasts
for the typhoon-affected areas. Hydrological departments at all levels in the affected areas released
rolling hydrological forecasts, based on real-time rainfall and numerical weather forecasts.
Hydrological forecasts were also sent to the regional and national flood control authorities for
reference through a flood forecasts sharing mechanism. Up to date, hydrological departments in the
typhoon-affected areas have released more than 1,000 real-time flood forecasts, effectively supported
flood control decision making at all levels.
2) In 2015, the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau enhanced the basic work
of soil moisture observation and forecast. It released technical specifications for measuring the field
capacity, a key parameter that has to be used in soil moisture calculation. It also staged nationwide
on-site or online training events for the purpose. Meanwhile, some 1,000 soil moisture monitoring
sites have been mobilized to measure the field capacity.

Identified opportunities/challenges, if any, for further development or collaboration:
China has numerous small and medium sized water reservoirs that are extensively distributed.
Each reservoir needs a flood forecast plan and a reservoir scheduling plan that would invite heavy
workload.
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2.13 Urban real-time flooding forecast and dynamic risk mapping OSUFFIM

In 2015, thanks to the strong support of Sun Yat-sen University, “urban real-time flood forecast
and dynamic risk mapping”, an Asia-Pacific Typhoon Committee AOP project (OSUFFIM)
undertaken by the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau, has won a grant offered
by the Guangdong Provincial Science and Technology Department as an international cooperation
project. The project has initially chosen China’s Dongguan and Thailand’s Hat Yai as pilot cities. The
project will be implemented from August 2015 to July 2016.
The first "Asia-Pacific Urban Real Time Flood Forecast and Dynamic Risk Mapping System
R&D" meeting, jointly sponsored by the Chinese Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau
and Sun Yat-sen University, was held on 23 September 2015 in Guangzhou. Participants from the
Typhoon Committee Secretariat, the Ministry of Water Resources Hydrology Bureau, Guangdong
Provincial Science and Technology Department, Sun Yat-sen University, the Royal Irrigation
Department of Thailand, and the two pilot cities attended the meeting.
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2.14 CMA’s tropical cyclone forecast training events

In 2015, China Meteorological Administration Training Centre hosted a range of tropical cyclone
training events. The training focused on the application of theoretical knowledge and new
methods/materials in typhoon forecast, enhancing forecasters’ application capabilities with a widened
horizon of work, including
1) New generation weather radar work principle and products applications. The training course
discussed hardware, principle of detection, and application of radar in weather analysis and forecast.
Prof. Zhou Zhongdao of Taiwan University was invited to lecture on the application of Doppler radar
in monitoring typhoon winds and rain.
2) Application of geostationary meteorological satellite data in weather analysis and forecast. The
training course is designed to enable the trainees to understand the production principles and
applications of diversified meteorological satellite products, and apply geostationary satellite
imageries in typhoon analysis and forecasts.
3) Rotational training for the forecasters at prefectural and municipal levels. Forecasters attending
the training event discussed and analyzed the typhoon cases they used to work on. The discussion
deepened the understanding of weather forecasting system, allowing forecasters to share the
applications of diversified data and information in typhoon forecast, so as to create a forecast
indicator system tailored to the local situation and provide evidence for typhoon forecast.
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